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Religious exemption lost on buildings

Buddhists suing Amsterdam over property taxes

AMSTERDAM — The Chinese Buddhist organization that purchased dozens of rundown Amsterdam properties is suing the city
for stripping religious tax exemptions from two of their buildings.

The World Peace and Health Organization’s religious arm, Guang Huan Mi Zong Inc., through Albany attorney Paul J.
Goldman, filed an Article 78 petition Monday in state Supreme Court, Montgomery County.

The filing targets the city’s assessor and Board of Assessment Review as well as the Greater Amsterdam School District and
Montgomery County, which stand to benefit from increased tax revenue.

Neither property in question — 10 Leonard St. and 17 Liberty St. — are formal houses of worship.

But, according to the lawsuit, the Buddhists spent considerable time and money fixing up 10 Leonard St. after buying it in
2009 and they began using it to store religious belongings, Buddhist statues, Buddhist dharma musical instruments and
preaching materials, among other things.

The group has been using the Liberty Street property purchased in 2010 as a “meditation and confession chapel for Buddhist
preachers” and to store building materials being used to fix up temples and residences for clergy, the lawsuit states.

Goldman contends in the lawsuit that the properties have been used only “in furthering the [Buddhists’] religious,
educational and charitable purposes.”

Representatives from the Buddhist group filed papers with the city’s Board of Assessment Review to inform the board that
both properties had been tax-exempt since they owned them and requesting the exemption be maintained, according to the
lawsuit.

The board instead assessed the Leonard Street property at $130,000 and the Liberty Street property at $55,000.

That leaves the Buddhist group with a new tax bill which, accounting for school, county and city property taxes, adds up to
roughly $8,262 for the Leonard Street property and $3,495 for the Liberty Street property.

The suit calls for the return of any tax money the Buddhists paid and asks that the properties be placed on the nontaxable
portion of the assessment roll.

Goldman on Thursday said he’s “cautiously optimistic” the religious group could prevail.

“I think their proof will show that these people were using those properties for an exempt use,” Goldman said.

Amsterdam Corporation Counsel Gerard DeCusatis said the ultimate outcome will depend on the facts and circumstances
surrounding the use of the properties.

At issue, DeCusatis said, will be whether the buildings were actually being used for charitable or religious purposes.

The new assessments were described as “obstacles” by the Buddhists who, in February, said they were being targeted
unfairly by the city, which slapped them with a $6,485 bill for cleaning up one of the 48 properties they bought off the
city’s tax foreclosure auction in 2010.

The city had left the property at 42 Eagle St. to rot since 2005. But after the Buddhists bought it, the city followed up on
complaints and sent them the bill contending city crews spent 104 hours of labor cleaning it up.

Efforts to reach representatives from the World Peace and Health Organization were unsuccessful Thursday.
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